"2019 Fighting Corruption in the Auspicious Year-of-Pig " The
Lantern Festival Online Riddle of Food-Safety Information.
Solve the Puzzle!

In order to protect food safety for the commons, combing with the
Department of Health’s award-winning work of 2018 Administrative
Transparency Awards—"Drugs and Cosmetics Network Mapping iMAP”,
the Department of Government Ethics designed a series of online prizewining riddles regarding integrity and food-safety for the upcoming lantern
festival. We sincerely invite the citizens to participate and solve the riddles!
The event will last one month starting from the 15th of February to
March 2019. Anyone who is able to answer 3 puzzles correctly wins a
chance of taking home the valued prizes such as Dyson air purifier, Japan
IRIS anti-mites vacuum cleaner, BRITA fill-and-go water filtering bottle,
hand-made soap gift bags, gift vouchers of convenient store and etc. Click
on the following link to take up the challenge and win your prize:
https://lanternfestivalriddles.org.tw/2019/index.asp or go to the homepage of
the Taipei Government Ethics Department.
Director of the Taipei City Government Ethics Department, Shen Feng
Liang, said the "Administrative Transparency Award" encourages the
affiliates of Taipei City Government to apply the transparency measures via
e-government, also conducting exterior supervision to achieve both internal
discipline and external monitoring. The online riddle event this year
combines the relevant content of 2018 Administrative Transparency Award
winner, Drugs and Cosmetics Network Mapping iMAP, enables the public
comprehension towards the government's strategic actions while trying to
solve the puzzles, provides the latest sanitary-inspection results, offers the
timely food-safety information and thus embodies the government’s
administrative transparency measures.
Director Shen also demonstrated, the whole series of the online quiz is
designed to provide the public an alternative opportunity experiencing the

festive ambiance besides lantern festival and family-gathering. Through
brainstorming, at the same time, the online quiz spreads the knowledge of
relevant terms of integrity and ethics and the zero-tolerance policy towards
corruption and movements. Everyone is welcomed to participate.

